ANNOUNCEMENT
NCHA of Germany
INTERNATIONALE DEUTSCHE MEISTERSCHAFT & FUTURITY

6.&7. High Point Show
REITANLAGE MEIR THIERHAUPTEN
High Point Wertung NCHAoG: Purse $15K Amateur 500€
NCHA USA approved: Purse Open/NonPro: 500€ + added money - all other USA classes added money

6. & 7. High Point Show 1./2. October 2022 – 8:00 am
Producer:
Location:

Show Secretary & Office:
Videographer:
Deadline:

NCHA of Germany
Reitanlage Meir
Thierhauptener Strasse 6
86672 Thierhaupten
Andrea Santini AA
Michael Ohlhoff AAA
Caroline Bittner
Volker Jürgensen
Wednesday 14th September 2022

Class

NCHA USA

NCHAoG

Open
NonPro
$15K Amateur
$25K Novice
$5K Novice
Youth
$2K Rider any
Horse
Futurity
Buckle Class

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Judges:

Int. German Championship

X
X
X

NCHAoG
HP Ranking
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

Entries to Caroline Bittner - E-Mail: caro@ncha.de
Handy: +49 (0) 173 3545703
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INFORMATION
Covid 19 information:
Please follow the rules onsite that will be published separately before the show to all participants.Participants from outside of Germany
need to check current COVID rules that are necessary to enter Germany (new since 10.6.2022):
Informationen zu Einreisebeschränkungen, Test- und Quarantänepflicht in Deutschland - Auswärtiges Amt (auswaertiges-amt.de)
NCHA of USA
In NCHA of USA classes it´s allowed to enter 2 horses in all Open classes and 1 horse in Non Pro/Amateur
classes; rider and horse owner must be in possession of a valid membership of the NCHA of USA.
NCHA of Germany
In NCHA of Germany classes there’s no limitation on the number of horses; rider and horse owner must be in possession of a valid
membership of the NCHAoG. Exception: Buckle Class – horse owner does not need to be a member of the NCHAoG. More information
regarding the Buckle Class: www.ncha.de
For the High Point-Ranking Open, Non Pro, ltd. 2.000 Ltd. R/AH, $15K Amateur and Youth classes are counted
There will be an International Champion of NCHAoG in the following classes: Open, NonPro, Youth, $15K Amateur based on
the combined results of HP6+HP7.
Prize money in the NCHAoG classes will be paid according to the NCHA USA payout key for weekend shows.
Futurity NCHA of Germany:
In case of questions please contact Uwe Oser: +49 172 62593 57
The NCHA of Germany Futurity is not NCHA USA approved.
All 4-year old horses, out of the breeding year 2017 are eligible to participate, if they are paid into the NCHA of Germany Futurit y
Program. For the participation of these horses you need to pay entry fees as listed on the inscription form.
Retroactively horses of the breeding year 2017 can be entered under the following condition:
Payment of the amount of 1000,00€
plus all other fees listed on the inscription form.
Horses which are demonstrably solely trained in Europe.
Exhibitor and horse owner must be a current NCHA of Germany member. Futurity Champion of NCHAoG is based on the combined
results of HP6+HP7.
The payout key for the price money is: 50% - 30% - 20%. Actual price money as of 4th September 2022 is 5.000,00€. The breeder of
the best horse, that was paid in from the very beginning in the program, will get a the Breeder Trophy (might not be the winn ing horse).
The winner will get a champion buckle and a trophy.
General information
! Entry fees have to be payed cash before the beginning of the class at the show day !. Boxes for turn back horses are free, if the
turn back is available to every cutter. Every participant has to send the entry form by email. A copy of the membership card of the
NCHA of Germany & NCHA of USA as well the horse paper has to be added. After the deadline there will be a late entry fee of 50,00 €.
For not completely filled out entry forms there will be a processing fee of 10,00 € (especially by missing membership and horse
numbers).
There is no right to a refund of the cattle charge for cancellations of entries after the entry deadline. For cancell ations of starts after the
draw - determination of the starting order - there is no right to a refund of the fees paid.
For all horse on the show ground - also turn back horses - an identification/vaccination document (Equidenpass) has to be submitted the FEI guidelines apply (Influenza 6 month interval), herpes vaccination is recommended.
With sending the entry form the participant declares that the whole announcement was read and took note of it. Furthermore that the
horse is free of infectious diseases and located in a disease free barn, that all costs related to a veterinary examination in case the
horse should show symptoms of a disease are paid and that a third party liability insurance for horse and rider is in place and active.
We would like to point out that since January 1st, 2005 both competition riders and leisure riders are obliged to carry an up to-date EU health certificate with them when crossing the border into another EU country. This is to be issued by the official
veterinarian of the stable who is responsible for his horses
The produce of the show strongly recommends to all riders to wear a helmet on the complete show area. The helmet must comply with
the current DIN standard. I confirm with my signature that riding without helmet is on my own risk and that I am aware of higher risk to
get seriously injured. Especially for youth riders it is strongly recommended to wear a helmet. If a youth rider doesn‘t wear a helmet the
parents take over the responsibility by signing the entry form.
The participation/presence on this show is at each one's own responsibility. The producer is not liable for damages of any kind. The
exhibitor or horse owner is liable for damages on the property of the producer or a third party caused by their animal. There does not
exist any contractual relationship between the producer on the one hand and the visitors, horse owners, exhibitors or other participants
on the other hand, especially are participants no assistants according to § 278 f. and 831 BGB. All liability for theft and violations on
human and animal is also excluded.
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The producer has the right to change the announcement, the timetable, the stall plan and the right to change the date and location of
the show. If there are special circumstances the producer can cancel the show by paying back the inserts
Data privacy
By signing this entry, I expressly agree that these personal data will be stored by the NCHA of Germany e.V. and use d and published
in relation to my activities as a participant in the competition, trainer, judge, event participant or member of the associat ion. This
includes pictures/videos taken by the official photographer or participants that will be published on web sites and social media. This
includes my helpers and my family members.
This consent can be revoked at any time towards the NCHA of Germany e.V.
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